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POPULATION DISTRIBUTION AND MOBILITY OF DEER
IN EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA
Abstract
ROLLIN DE MEAS SPARROWE
Under the supervision of Associate Professor Paul F. Springer
Population distribution and moblllty of deer ware studied
lntenslvaly along a 15-mlle stretch of the Big Sioux River,
and less Intensively on an expanse of 1400 square miles In
central eastern South Dakota. Objectives ware to determine
relatlve population numbel"'S and distribution of deer, the
extent of their dally and seasonal movemonts, and the prlnclpel
factors Influencing these populations end movements, and to
test winter hard counts as a population Index. Deer were
captured In Clover traps or with a Cap-Chur gun and were marked
lndlvldually with ear tags, ear streamers, and collars. Some
deer were tracked by radio telemetry.
Dear were 1110st widely distributed during the summer. Ranges
of many anlmals during this season were restricted to a few
favored bedding and feeding sites, but some young animals

wandered up to 20 miles. During the summer-fall transition,
deer remained widely distributed but gathered In sloughs end
thickets after cover In fields of corn end other crops was
reduced by harvest.

Fett ranges were restricted untll the rut

end hunting seasons scattered deer during November and December.
Some herds started to form In early December but were broken up

by

hunters. Deer remained scattered untll the end of the hunting

seasons on December 31.
In early January discrete herds of up to 80 anlmals began
to form, but true yarding did not occur. Some herds wintered
In fairly well-defined erees, but as much as 30 percent of the
deer population remained wldely scattered through the winter.
Winter herds maintained felrly stable numbers, but some deer
moved up to 12 mlles between herds. Sloughs and wooded areas

In draws or along stream bottoms with unused or washed out

section-line roads creating 2- or 3-sectlon blocks were favored

as wintering areas. Some herds remained within these blocks,

whereas other herds roamed over as much as 6 sections of land.
Some wintering areas were used In more than one year.
Herds generally remained distinct untll the spring thaw.
Some herds broke up ln111edlately, but others broke up gradually.
Anlmets moved out In several directions and at varying rates,
but a definite predominance of northward movements along the
Big Sioux River and Its tributaries was noted.
Cattle reduced the potential value of some areas as deer
habitat. When cover conditions were optimum, es In sunvner, deer
movements tended to be restricted. When cover was sparse, deer
often traversed wide expanses of open flelds between patches of
heavv cover. During the fall, hunting Influenced deer movements
and distribution more than any other factor.

The deer population In this study was partlellV migratory

In that It used all of the study area for suaaer range but
w Ithdrew to

II

sma 11 pert of It for the w Inter. The home range

pattern of d..r Included one or more sub-areas which provided
the total deer habitat requirements. When these requirements

were disturbed, depleted, or changed, deer moved to a new

sub-area. Because of the nature of the habitat, movements

between sub-areas were sometimes extensive and produced a

multiple home range.

Data from this study Indicated that deer management units,
If they could be administered effectlvely, might better be based
on natural drainages than on counties as Is now the case.
lnstablllty of winter herds ruled out the use of winter herd
counts as an accurate population Index. Since egrlcuttural
Interests control the level at which deer populations mey be

111Dlntalnad, a greator annual reduction In population size may
soon be necessary to maintain deer at a level acceptable to
farmers. Preserving natural vegetation and establlshJng artlflclal
plantlngs that benefit other wlldllfe species wlll also benefit
deer.
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I tITRODUCT I ON

Studies of the movements of a species may yleld basic Infor
mation which can be used In wlldllfe management programs (Sanderson
1 966:21 5). Such lnfonnetlon Is not available for white-tailed
deer (Odocolleus vlrglnlanus) In eastern South Dakota. This study
was conducted to supply Information which could be used to start

a more comprehens Ive program of deer management In -eastern South
Dakota. The objectives were to (I) determine relative populatlon
numbers and distribution of deer on key areas within various
habitat types of eastern South Dakota, (2) determine the extent
of dally and seasonal movements of deer on these key areas, (3)
Identify the principal factors Influencing these deer populations
and their movements, and (4) determine the feaslblllty of using

a census of winter deer herds es a population Index. Data on the
basic llfe history of deer In the study area were also collected.
The history of white-tailed deer populatlons In eastern South
Dakota parallels that of deer In much of the Great Plelns region
(Cook 1945)

and also In parts of the eastern United States (Cook

end Hamllton 1942:287, Pletsch 1954:3-1 0). Before 1900, destruc
tion of habitat and unregulated hunting by settlers reduced deer
numbers to near extinction over much of their former range. About
1925, aided by protection from hunting, remnant populations of
deer grew and began to repopulate perts of their old range. Cook
( 1945) emphasized the Importance of Upper and Lower Souris, Sand

lake, and Waubay Netronel Wiidiife Refuges In the Dakotas In acting
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as reservoirs for deer repopulatlon. Hunt end Mangus (1 954:494)
found• similar situation with deer from Mud Lake Natlonal Wlldllfa
Refuge In northwestern Minnesota spreading Into the surrounding
1grlcultural land. Management of these areas for waterfowl also
provided suitable deer habitat and thus contributed directly to
the Increase In deer populations.
Deer populations In eastern South Dakota Increased rapidly,

espaclally In the 1 940's, untll crop depredation complaints could
no longer be Ignored. In 1 947, four counties east of the Missouri
River ware opened to the first deer hunting season In 26 years
(Popowski 1 962:2). Nine hunting seasons were held from 1 947-1 959,
and In 1959 all 44 counties were open. The early hunts were held
mainly to reduce deer numbers, but hunter lnten,st Increased, and
In 1959 a regular annual season was begun with a limited number of
Ilcenses being Issued for each county. Both the number of permits
end public Interest Increased with each season, and In 1 965 the num
ber of appllcatlons was three times the number of evallable permits.
Eastern South Dakota deer are currently managed on a county
basis. Landowners are entitled to half of the rifle permits,
and non-landowners ore entitled to half. Bow hunting permits
are unlimited. Wardens and game managers of the Department of
Game, Fish and Parks determine the number of permits to be
allotted. Permit allocatlons are based on the rate of hunter

success, the number of road kllla, and gross estimates of the
deer populetlon. A consistently high rate of hunter success

3

(almost 90 percent of reporting hunters are successful), en
Increasing number of road kllls, and a generally growing deer
population have resulted In a steady Increase In the number of
permits allotted each year. The growing population of both deer
and hunters has created a need for more Intensive management
of the local herd, end the purpose of thls report Is to provide
some of the basic Information necessary for managemont.
The South Dakota Cooperative Wlldllfe Research Unit (South
Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks, Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wlldllfe, South Dakota State University, and Wildlife Management
Institute, cooperating) provided financial assistance and fleld
expenses during the study. The assistance of Dr. Paul F. Springer,
Unit Leader, and Or. Donald R. Progulske, Wildlife Management
Department Head, In planning and Implementing the study

and

reviewing the manuscript Is gratefully acknowledged. Thanks are

due the employees of the South Dakota Department of Game, Fish
and Parks for their advice and aid In reporting deer sightings.
Appreciation Is also expressed to farmers, sportsmen, and other

citizens who reported deer sightings or allowed access to their
land, and to fallow students who helped with field work.
STUOY ARE.A

The study centered along a 1 5-mlle stretch of the Big Sioux

River and adjacent agrlcultural land, from 3 mites west of Brookings
to 3 miles below the Brookings-Moody County llne (Figs. 1 , 2>.
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Extensive movements
be

by

marked deer required that a larger area

covered less lntenslvely, Including the southern two-thirds

of Brookings County, the northern half of Moody County, and

the northeastern one-quarter of lake County, an expanse of about
1 400 square mlles (Fig. I) . This area Is located on the Prairie
Coteau, a hftly, lake-dotted highland occupying a large part
of eastern South Dakota and southwestern Minnesota (Rothrock
1 943:1 2) . The western part of the study area Is located on the
edge of a

poorly drained region characterized by the presence

of many glacial potholes and sloughs. A flat region havfng few
potholes ties near the center, whereas a hllly region lies to
the east (Fig. 2). The latter two regions are drained by the
Big Sioux River and Its tributaries.
The climate of the area Is continental with wide extreniGs
In dally end seasonal temperatures. Summer temperatures reach
1 00 F, whereas the winters are cold and dry, with temperatures
reaching -30 F. Average weekly mean temperatures range from
12.3 F In late January to 72.6 F In late July, with an annual

weekly average of 44.1 F. Annual precipitation, which averages
21.62 Inches, occurs as gentle rain or snow or violent thunder
storms (Westin 1 958:4-6). Snow accumulations are rarely heavy,
but strong prevailing wfnds commonly cause considerable drifting.
Native vegetation of the region was true prairie end was

dominated

by

mid grasses of both the sod and bunch grass fife

form (Weaver and Clements 1 936:518,51 9). Porcupine grass (Stlpa

7
spertea), and dropsead <Sporobolua asper and!• heterolepls)
ware the l'IIOSt characteristic dominants, often with big blueat8ffl
(Andrc>f!092n Gerardi) and lndlan grass (Sorghastrum nutans) from
the post clhnax and needle-and-thread (Stlpa comate) from the
mixed prairie. Short grass species such as blue grama (Bouteloua
gracllls) and buffalo grass (Buchloe dactyloldes) occurred on

some pastures. Upland and lowland forbs were present, and poorly
drained sites supported marsh vegetation.

Highly fertile Chernozem solls of predominantly dark, sllt
loams and sllty clay

10111119

developed under native mid and tall

grasses (Westin et al. 1959). Since most of the area Is now

Intensively fanned or grazed, the native vegetation Is scarce
and has been replaced largely by small grains, corn, soybeans,
and Introduced hays. Beef cattle, dairy cattle, swine, end sheep
are raised through a combination of supplemental feeding and
pasturing. Vegetation of the Big Sioux River bottom, creek
bottoms, farm woodlots, end shelterbelts Is grazed heavlly,

sometimes during the entire year. Erosion resultlng from this
general overgrazing Is a serious problem throughout the study
area.
Potholes end sloughs provide dense cover, whereas woody
cover Is found along the Big Sioux River and Its tributaries,
around some lakes, and In farm woodlots and shelterbelts. Charac
teristic trees along river and stream bottoms and around lakes

Include American elm (Ulmus emerlcana), sllppery elm (_!t. rubra),

8

cottonwood (Populus deltoldes>, peach-leaved and black wlllows

(SalIx !!'fgdaloldes and!· nlgra>, boxelder <� Negundo), green

ash (Fraxlnus pennsylvanlca), and hackberry (Celtls occldentalls).
Shrubs Include Missouri gooseberry (Rlbes mlssourlense), wlld
black currant CR. emerlcanum>, hawthorns (Crataegus spp.>,
sandbar willow (Salix Interior), buckbrush (S'f!!'phorlau:pos
occldentalls>, chokecherry (Prunus vlrglnlane>, and wlld plum
(Prunus amerlcana>. Shelterbelt plantings usually Include
evergreens, such as eastern radcedar (Junlperus vlrglnlana) or

ponderosa plno (Plnus ponderosa), or deciduous species, such as
American elm or green ash. Scientific names were taken from
Fernald (1950).
The vegetation pattern Is one of dense, wide-spread cover

throughout the summer, with gradually diminishing cover In the
fall, end restricted cover during the winter and early spring.
Ready access to the area Is provided by the division of the entire

area Into sections <one square mlle), with roads on all sides of
each section. This habitat Is contrastingly different from the
usual white-telled deer range In the southwestern and eastern
United States where deciduous or coniferous forests or brushy
cover Is the rule.
METHODS

Deer were captured for marking with Clover slngle-gate deer
traps (Clover 1956) and by a Cap-Chur gun (Palmer Chemlcal and

9

Equipment Company. Oouglasvllle, Georgia) shooting syringe darts
loaded with 450-600 mg nicotine sallcylate.
Clover deer traps have been used with varying success by
several workers (McKenzie 1 962:1 2-15, Gruell and Papez 1963:415,
and Patrick 196312-1 2). McKenzie reported that the mt-trap
tripping mechanism often did not work properly because of Icing
and wind action, end the gate failed to drop. Early In the
present study Icing and wind-blown debris caused several malfunc
tlons of the traps. The rat-trap apparatus was replaced by a
slrnple trip-wire stretched sideways across the trap about I foot
high, and connected directly to the gate hook by another wire
(Fig. 3). After the slmple trip-wires were attached, no trap
failures were attributed to the tripping mechanism.
Deer caught In the Clover traps may struggle violently when
approached by the trapper, and rapid handling was reccmmanded
by Clover (1 956: 199) to avoid lnJury. Entering the trap to
subdue the deer, or releasing them Into a catch-net were suggosted
as handling methods, but these operations endanger both the
tnspper end the deer end risk escape

by

the trapped animal. In

this study handling deer In the traps was simplified

by

the use

of 6-lnch mesh netting (stretch ID8asure>, made of no. 84 nylon
twine, which allowed easy access to the anlmel through the netting.
The netting on the top of the trap was cut square, rather then
the usual diamond shape, thus permitting the trap to be easily

folded. After a deer was trapped the anchor wires were detached

10

36

0
Inches

TRIP-WIRE
GATE HOOK WIRE

Fig. 3. Trip-wire used on Clover traps. Note square netting
on top of trap.
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and the trap was folded longltudlnally to subdue the deer. The
anlmal and the tn1p wel"'8 than easily lald flat on the ground for
the tagging operation (Fig. 4). One person, using this method,

could handle end mark a captured deer without help. Twelve deer,
Including seven fawns, three adult does, and two adult bucks,

were thus handJed without assistance.

The Cap-chur gun was of llmlted use In this study because

of dlfflcultles In approechlng deer

and

the tl111e required for

the drug to take effect. These problems were magnlfled

by

the

open nature of the habitat tn winter and early spring end the
very dense cover afforded

by

corn and other vegetation Jn the

sumuer. When cover was sparse a deer struck by e syringe could
run out of the section before the drug took effect, and when
cover was heavy a short
thicket or slough.

Jump

could take the animal Into a dense

captured deer ware marked lndlvldually with streamers of
Seflag plastic Impregnated nylon cloth (Safety Flag Company of
Amerlce, P.

o.

Box 1005, Pawtucket, Rhode Island) and with colored

collars. Streamer, were tied In a Jesse knot and attached to

a numbered cattle ear tag which was placed In each ear. Collar-s
of 3-lnch-wlde Saflag matarlal sewn together with nylon thread
(Fig.,, were sllppad over the heads of some does, whereas several
other does and all bucks were fitted with Boltaron plastlc expand

ing collars (Fashlngbauer 1962) bearing various designs or symbols
of red end sliver Scotchllte reflactlve tape (Minnesota Mining

,

..

•..,,, ··�·,-a'C'"ilfiifll:t., J'Ct'l�
... � ,- r1 ...

Fig. 4. Sequence of hand I ing a trapped deer. A. Anchor wires detached and trap being
folded. B. Trap being laid flat with deer inside. C. Deer subdued, aided by the weight
of the handler. D. Deer tied, stretched between two posts, and blindfolded to allow
attachment of a radio-harness.

N
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and Manufacturing Company, St. Peul, Minnesota) (Fig. 6). In
some cases Seflag streamers were attached to the collars.
A radio-tracking system operating In the 27 megacycle
Citizens' Band was used to follow

SOffl8

deer. The transistorized

transmitter was about the size of a cigarette pack with a 26lnch whtp antenna and was powered by four Eveready no. 302642
batteries In a parallel series arrangement (Hoxsie and Robbins
1963:5). It and the batteries were fitted In leather pouches
attached to the sides of a wlda, saddle-like leather bend which
extended around the chest of the animal behind the for-elegs.
Woven cotton straps connected the ends of the saddle together,
and straps between the legs and extending forward on the neck
connected the saddle to the neck loop. Tubular rivets were used

to fasten the harness together. Saflag material covered the

neck loop and part of the saddle to make the animal eesler to
locate by sight (Fig. 7). The entire apparatus weighed about
3 1/2 pounds.
Receivers of the system were HA-60 Lafayette AWalkletalkles" modified by Mr. Frank Ho�sle of Overton, Nebraska (Fig. 8).
A dlractlonal loop antenna, a beat frequency osclllator, and a
manual sensitivity control ware eddad to produce a portable unit
which received at distances up to 8 mlles. Under most conditions
signal reception was best In the 1 /2- to 2-mlle range.
Receiving conditions In the fleld varied greatly because of

Interference from powerlfnes, vehicle motors, and farm equipment.
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Fig. 5.

,

..

Trapped doe with Saflag collar and ear streamers.
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Fig. 6, Deer leaving trap site wearing Saflag e�r
streamers and Boltaron expanding plastic collar with
Scotch I ite symbols.
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Fig. 7.

Radio-harness with battery pack and transmitter.

'
Fig. 8. Equipment used to trace deer movements. Note
portable radio receiver·on tripod; also, spotlights on
truck for night work.
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Precise compass trlangulatlon for locating animals was therefore
not always posslble. Fencellnes, sectlonllne roads, and other
landmarks known to the Investigator were helpful In mapping
locatlcns of harnessed anfmals. Radio fixes were considered

accurate because the anlmal being tracked was seldom more than
1/2 mile from the receiver. and because harnessed animals were
frequently seen after being located by radio.
Personal contacts with farmers and sportsmen, posters
advertising the study, letters to local residents, appearances
at sportsmen's meetings, and radio end newspaper appeals were
employed to stimulate public cooperation In tracing marked deer
movements.
A powerful spotllghtlng system was Installed In e pick-up
truck for night work In locating marked deer and for use of the
Cep-Chur gun (fig. 8).

A 110-volt accessory generator and dash

board control box (distributed by Kurland Motors Inc., Denver,

Colorado) ware mounted on a Ford pick-up truck. Two "Unity"
roof mount 12-volt spot-llghts were lnstallad on tha roof of the
cab. The conventional wiring and 12-vott beams were replaced
by 1 10-volt "GE" search Ilght bulbs connected to the control box
by• wire extending out through a hole In the back of the spot

light case and through the weather stripping of the wing windows
Into the truck cab. Plugs on the ends of the wires were then

Inserted In the control box for operation of the unit. This unit

produced enough llght to lllumlnate large areas of fields or

I

,
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bottomlands. The performance of the system was described by

Ouerre ( 1 959: 26-JO).

During the winter-a of 1 964-65 and 1 965-66 aerial surveys
ware conducted to census deer concentrations, locate markad

animals, and assess the effects of hunting and other factors

upon deer distribution and 110vements. A two-piece tandem Piper

Super Cub was flown at about 200-300 feet elevation with a pllot
and one addltlonal observer. Known deer concentrations and
blocks of habitat were surveyed by Intensive searches over each
area with no attempts being made to standardize the fllght pattern.
Areas apparently not used by deer herds were checked to eliminate

the posslblllty that an Important part of the populat i on might
be overlooked.

RESULTS

Seasonal Distribution
Deer were most widely distributed during the summer and used
sloughs, soll bank fields, creek end river bottoms, and croplands
such as corn, oats, wheat, and alfalfa for bedding, loafing, and
feeding areas. Wiiiow thickets. stream bottoms, and other areas
offering abundant browse were favored In early surmier, wherees

cornfields were favored In mid and late sunmer. By late surrmer,
cornflelds offered both food and dense cover and received heavy
use. Parts of cornfields adjacent to sloughs or other dense

vegetation were used as travel lanes Into surrounding corn and
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alfalfa fields, and the ground had the appearance of a stockyard,
being chopped up by the hooves of many passing deer-. Our-Ing

IIIOSt of the sunners of both 1964 and 1965, deer- or their tracks
were found In every section of lend examined In this study.
During the SUfflll8r'•fell transition In September and early

October, ·deer remained widely distributed end used w l llow thickets,
sloughs, end cornfields heavlly. As the crop harvest began,
groups of several does of various ages with their fawns ware
frequently seen In harvested Slft8 1 1-graln flelds and hayf lelds,
but stlll used cornfields. When standing corn was reduced by
harvest, deer bedded In sloughs and thickets but moved Into
harvested cornfields to feed.
In October and Nov111ber bucks Joined does, and these groups
of deer used areas of heavy cover for bedding and fed In harvested
cornflelds , By about December I of each year three powerful
factors ware lnfluenc tng deer distribution: the rut, the hunting
seasons, and the start of severe winter weather-. Each factor
Is discussed In detail In subsequent sections.
Deer were least wldely distributed during the months of
January, February, and March. lndlvlduals and herds used harvested
cornfields and alfalfa f telds for feeding and bedding but 1110re
often bedded In heavy cover. Large areas of sunner range were
devoid of deer, whereas herds of up to 80 en t mals wi ntered In

large sloughs, wooded areas, or along stream bottOfflS. Many deer
remained with discrete herds throughout the winter, but an
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Important number wintered alone or In smel I groups scattered

over parts of the summer range. As an exemple, on a Febn,ary
20, 1966, aeria l survey 30 percent of sllghtly over 100 deer

located ware I n groups of 5 or less or were alone. Changes I n
deer distribution during mid-winter are discussed later.
Many deer remai ned concentrated on wintering areas untll
the spring thaw which occurred In mid-March 1964 and early April
1965, when they dispersed In several directions frcm the wintering
areas and at varying rates, with most lndlvlduals reaching their
sunmer ranges by late May.
Sunmer Movements
Observations of several marked does and radio-tracking data
on a yearllng buck during June and July 1965 I ndicated that ranges
of many anlmols were restricted to a few favored bedding and
feeding sites. The yearling buck was tracked from June 16, 1965,
untl l Ju l y 14, 1965, during which period he used a narrow strip
of habitat about 2 mlles long. Hls dally bedding and feeding
activities centered around a small area of timbered river botfom,
a wheatfleld next to the river, a thicket, and the edge of a
large slough (Fig. 9). Two 111arked adult does and e yearl ing doe,

with fawns, and an adult doe with year l ing fawns were observed

1111ny times throughout the sU1'1'1ft8r within separate I • to 3-sectlon
areas. These deer elso favored e few specific localltles with i n
their home ranges.
Does were secretive during tho fawning season which extended
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rnto July, but by 111ld-1urmner they began to b e seen more frequently
with their fewns. Groups of does of various ages with th•lr fewna
were encountered at night In pastures, gralnflelds, or hayfields.
Sctne authors have suggested that these mey represent family
groups composed of several generations of progeny (Dasmann end
Taber 1956:148, Severlngheus and Cheatum 1956:1 17, 135>.

Groups of from three to eight bucks, often composed of

yearlings on ly, were encountered several times I n early summer.
These deer were seldom seen again In the 181118 locatlon and
apparently were wandering across country. Daatnann and Taber
( 1956: 149) Nported 1 1 11 1lar buck groups among black-taIled

deer (�. hellllonus colUlllblanus> I n spring and 1U111Der. Adult
bucks seemed to be 1110re sedentary then some young bucks, but
not enough observations were t'Hlde to ellow a general conclusion.
Tho longest detected mov81118nt during the SUIIIIIMtr was by e
yearllng doe which had IIIOYed 20 miles north from her winter
trap site on the Big Sioux River bottom to a group of wooded
raket (Oakwood Lakes, Fig. 2) by late June 1965 and returned
to the trap sit• by Septamber 30, 1965. An adult doe inoved about
8

1111 les

upriver from her aunmer n1nge during late

SUIIIIRfJr-

and

returned by early fell. Some movements of conslden1ble length
1111y have occurred during this period since several 111arked deer

were reported In the fall at points distant from their capture

sites on the river bottoe the previous winter. A lack of sightings
between spring and fall made It Impossible to determine when
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these movements occurred.
Fa 11 Movements
Rutting Season. - During fhe summer-fall transition and
continuing through October 1965 several marked does were observed
on their SUIIINr ranges, Indicating that movements of does were
I lmlted to sma l I areas prior to the breeding season.

The Iength of the breedIng season Is not weII documented

for eastern South Dakota. During both 1964 and 1965 the start
of the rut coincided with the opening of the bow hunting season
In late October. Bucks were first observed with does during the
third week In October 1965, and one buck was seen actlvely

pursuing a doe during the first week In November. The peak of
the rut probably occurred In mid-November In both 1964 and 1965,
when bucks and does were seen more f requently during all times
of the day. Bucks with swollen necks were seen with does In mld
Oecamber, and rutting activities probably continued until the
end of December.
During the breeding season several bucks, usually tncludtng
en old, dominant male, often acCOtnpanled lndlvldual groups of
does and fawns. Each of these groups used a separate, distinct
area which often Included a slough or a stretch of river bottClffl.
Bucks were observed moving between areas occupied by does, possibly
seeking does In breeding condition. Considerable rnov8ffl8nts by
bucks may heve occurred.

Early � Hunting Season. - Archer activities drove dear

out of some areas of heavy cover and probably broke up acme bread

ing season groups of bucks and does. During the early bow seasons
<October 31 -Novetnber 26 ,, 1 964, and October 30-November 25 ,, 1 965 >

archers concentrated their efforts along slough edges, In wood·
lots and shelterbelts, end along the Big Sioux River and Its

tributaries. Most dear moved out of these areas Into soll bank

flelda and cornfields during the day . Some animals moved back

to the .river bottom at night but returned to the flelds et dawn.
Efforts of bow hunters during the 1 965 season were aided

by

unusually wann weather which allowed hunters to use tree stands

effectlvaly and discouraged large drives which were more

COlffllOf\

In 1 964 and which often moved deer considerable distances . A

high rete of successful kflls was noted early In the 1 965 season.
Some deer mov8fflents occurred, apparently In direct response to
the activities of bow hunters . One marked doe with a fawn was

shot 1t twice on opening weekend of the 1 965 season In a section

of the Big Sioux River bottom. Repeated harassment by archers
In the same area apparently caused her to move out for she was
reported with her fawn 1 4 mi t es north along the Big Sioux River
3 weeks later. A marked yearllng buck and an adult doe with fawns
apparently were not driven away by archers since they were killed
In November near theIr summer ranges.

Between October 1 4 and November 1 7, 1 964, a marked yearlfng
buck travelled 7 miles southwest but hed moved baek 8 miles
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northeast by Novmaber 3. 1964. He moved f lrst away from the
r i ver bottom, then back to the r iver, travel I Ing overland ell
the wey and followlng no particular drainage or land types. Two
weeks later he was found 6 1 /2 111 les northwest. Duri ng the ne><t
2 weeks he was frequently seen elone or w i th seven other deer
mov i ng over en area about 4 miles t ong by I 1/2 mllas w ide
<Fig. 10) . These anlmals were repeatedly harassed by archers,
and this, combi ned w i th rutt i ng act i v i t ies of e large buck
runni ng with the group, caused rapi d movements of up to 2 mlles

dur i ng mi d-day and at n ight. The yeorllng buck was vary consplc·
uous because he was wear i ng a non-funct i on i ng rad i o tranlfflltter

In a harness, a col lar, and ear streamers. Ha was shot on

December 3, 1964, about 6 mi les northwest of hla capture s ite
by a hunter who had seen the mark i ngs and returned looki ng for
this particular deer.
Three year IIng an Ima Is moved cons Iderab Ie d Istances .

In

the fa 1 1 of I964 a year 1 1 ng buck was reported 20 111 I Ies southeast

of h i s summer capture site.

In October 1 965 e yearli ng buck was

s i ghted 20 miles northwest of h i s w inter trap s ite. On November 14,
1965, a doe, marked as a fawn In January 1965, 1 4 mi t es south of
Brooki ngs, was kllled by a hunter 10 m i t es south of Sleepy Eye,
Minnesota. Thi s an imal had moved more than 1 00 elrllne m i t es

east since I� was last seen near Its trap s i te on March 21, 1 965.
These 1110vements could have occurred es spr i ng dlsperaal, SUIINr
wandering, or In response to the rut or hunt i ng seasons. A lack
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of records between sightings makea It Impossible to determine
when they took place.
Rlfle Hunting Season. - The rlfle hunting seasons (Novellber 280ecember 6, 1964, and November 27-0ecember 5, 1965) had lnrnadlata
and strong eff•cts on deer distribution and movements. Both
hunting seasons were preceded by the first heavy snowstorms of
the season, which occurred 8 days before the 1 964 season and I
day before the 1965 season. A rapid warm-up followed the 1964
storm, and groups of deer which may have formed during the storm
dispersed again.

In 1965 the storm was followed by two cold and

windy days, and efforts of hunters wan. greatly Inhibited by
blowlng and drifting snow. During both years hunters repeatedly
worked the heavy cover of sloughs and the Big Sioux River bottom,
often chasing deer across open land for several miles. When
pursued In this manner, deer often stayed In fields where they
could observe attempts to approach them. An aerial survey on

the third day of the 1965 season revealed that heavy hunter
activity along the Big Sioux River end In many other areas of
good cover had driven out most deer. Moat of the few anlmals
that wore located ware In soll bank fields or In harvested
cornfields . Many areas occupied by numerous deer before the
rifle season were devoid of deer after the first weekend.

An aerial survey on the sixth day of the 1965 rlfle season

showed that dear were stlll wldely scattered, were avoiding the
river bottom, and were using soll bank fields, cornfields, end
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small patches of grass or slough vegetation. No large groups
of

deer were seen, but

many

Individuals or small groups

of

three

to four anlmals were found In open areas. Several small groups
of deer which had been noted from the air 3 days earlier had
dispersed, and two marked does had moved 4 and 8 mlles, respee
tlvely, presumably In rosponse to hunter activity.

A yearling doe harnessed on December 4, 1 964, was approached

by hunters whlle bedded In a slough the next day but did not move
out even though the hunters came within 50 yards. The following
day she was chased from the slough, pursued 2 mlles west, end,
after outdistancing her pursuers, she continued on I 1 /2 miles
farther to a small slough. Three days later when Jumped from
her bed she moved about 2 1 /4 mllas east. After spending 3 days
In a large slough she moved 3 mlles north to the river bottom
where she J oined an older doe and two fawns. During the next
2 weeks she was observed several times with the doe and fawns
end ranged

over an area about 2 by 3 m I Ies In s I ze. Most move

ments were between patches of dense cover or Into harvested corn
fields. Some movements were over a mile, both during the day
and at night (Fig. II) .
On the morning of December 26, 1 964, the radio-harnessed
doe

was bedded In a thicket about 30 yards wide by 50 yards long

on a section corner.

In the afternoon she was stil l In the

thicket, though tracks In the fresh snow Indicated that hunters
had driven around the thicket and that at least one hunter had
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walked through I t close to the deer. When encountered I n the
open this doe would run up to I mlle or more, passing IOlll8 good
escape cover, untlI she reached the safety of the river bottcm.
During the rlfl• season I n 1965 e radio-harnessed doe with

her marked fawn stayed I n a clWl'lp of tall grass and a weedy field
adjoining a large willow thicket near the Big Sioux River. These
deer had spent the sulml8r and fall I n the same area. Five other
deer, Including a buck pursuing an unmarked doe, were frequently

seen at night I n the same weed fleld. The activities of the

buck whlle chasing the unmarked doe near the road on the third

morning of the hunting season attracted hunters who chased the
deer from the area. The harnessed doe was located I 3/4 rnlles
doWnrlver but moved back to the sema field that night accompanied
by

her marked fawn . Two days Jeter she was again chased I 3/4

miles downriver, and again she returned with h•r fawn <Fig. 1 2).

1:!!!. !2! Hunt I no Season. - The second part of the 1964 and

1965 bow hunting seasons began on December 12 and II, respectively ,
6 day• after the close of the rlfle seasons and extended through

December 31 . Co l der weather and skittish deer prompted archers
to resort to drives rather then stands, often chasing deer for

several mlles. A December 18, 1 965, aerlal survey I ndicated that

deer had withdrawn f rom large parts of their sumner range and
had begun to gather I n groups of from 5 to 24 animals <Fig. ll) .
Several scattered lndlvlduals or pairs ware also noted (Fig. 1 4).
A large wooded draw, which was closed to hunting, was used

by
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deer during this time, as ware soll bank flelds and cornflel ds.
Most other areas of woody growth were subject to hunter disturbance
and were avofded by deer . Har-vested cornfields were frequently
used as daytfme bedding sites In late December (Ffg. 14) . Deer
bedded I n open flelds were not easlly approached by hunters.
On December 19, 1965, a herd of 24 deer, I ncluding 6 Identi

f iable animals, was harassed by four parties of archers I n a 2-

sectlon block. Most of the group stayed together during the day,
moving I nto the center of one section and bedding at the Junction
of a harvested cornfield and a large pasture or standing In other
open areas where they could observe any attempts to approach them.
Just before dark four parties of hunters approached the deer,
and the animals spilt Into small•r groups and left the 2-sectlon

area. During the next week four groups of dear, I ncluding three

of the six ldentlflable animals, were located In four different
directions frcm the 2-sectlon area, all about I 1/2 mites away.
I n January and February five marked anlmals from this herd ware
all located at distances up to 10 mlles from the 2-sectlon area
(Fig. 15).
The activities of archers during late December 1965 were
niora sustained than In 1 964. Whereas hunting pressure was light
In late December 1964, drives along the river and I n other areas

continued
unt.J I the season ended I n 1 965. An adult. doe, radio.
harnessed on December 22, 1965, spent 2 days end nights bedded

In the middle of a harvested cornfield near the Big Sioux River.
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The doe moved Into the river bottom for 2 days; then the radio
slgnal was lost. Hunter drives through the area failed to drive
her out, nor was she seen by the hunters. An eerlal and radio
search for this deer along more than 15 miles of river botfom

and a check of alI known nearby wintering areas falled to locate
this anl11111 I, Indicating that she probably had moved rapidly over
a considerable distance. This supposition was confirmed when
she was reported almost 10 mllea south In late February.
A general movement of some deer toward the northeast during
December 1 965 contrasted with the tendency of deer to remain near
the river or to move southward In t ete December of 1964. This

was attributed to a larger number of hunters and greater hunter
pressure along the river In 1965.
Winter Deer Herds

Hard Formation. - Although snow cover was Ilght and fOOd

and cover were readily available over much of the ereu, some deer

gathered In herds by the first week In December. A herd of 1 9
deer was broken up by hunters during the December 1964 rifle
season, end herds of 7 and 12 deer which gathered before the
1965 rlfle season were broken up by hunters during the first
weekend of the season.

It Is doubtful that eny herd could remain

discrete during the rlfle season since activities of hunters

were I ntensive and thorough. Hunters often drove through heavy
cover 1everal times In e single day and chased all or part of

the herd for severe I mllas. After December JI deer were free
from hunting pressure and subject to normal winter Influences
of weather and dally feeding and bedding raqulranenta. Discrete
herds of

up

to 80 deer

wen,

fonned.

Herd Location and ---Activities. - Areas with unused or washed
-

out sectlon-llne roads creating 2- or 3-sectlon blocks were favored
by deer herds during the winter. Large sloughs and wooded areas
In draws or a l ong streem bottoms were often used . A l I of the

wintering areas had the COftll'IOn characteristics of being relatlvely
free fram activities of humans or livestock and offering a good

food supply as well as prot&C'tlon from the cold winds which

commonly blow during winter. One area Included wide expanses
of stubble-covered h l lls, a broad, flat open area, and setne tree
cover along the river, but had none of the heavy cover afforded
by

sloughs and dense river bottom. Avoiding the human disturbance

factor apparently was more Important than other considerations
such as heavy cover.
In February and March of 1 964 a herd of 48-80 animals used
a 50-acre slough 2 mi t es southwest of the Big Sioux River. The
section surrounding the slough Included stubble fields of hay,
corn, and alfalfa, whereas the slough contained quaking aspen
(Populua tremuloldes) and willow In addition to semi-aquatic

111e.-sh vegetation. Th� herd was not eaally approached and when
startled would run toward the river, heading dlrectly north out
of the section

by

followlng a trait across harvested cornfields
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to a small bluff, and then proceedi ng either strai ght to the
river or to a large wlllow th icket 2 mlles north. Groups of deer
from the herd would somet imes travel the same route between the
slough and the r i ver or to the southeast Into other adJolnlng
sloughs (F ig. 16).
Heavy hunting pressure In the winteri ng area probably caused
these deer to avoid contacts with humans and undoubtedly contributed
to their shy behav i or.
The herd fed most often In adjacent cornf i elds and browsed
on wlllow and aspen fn the slough. When a foot or more of snow
accumulated In the flelds, the herd fed more f requently duri ng

m id-day and for longer even i ng and morni ng peri ods.

The owner of the slough reported that wi nteri ng deer hed
gradually Increased fr"Cffl 30 to 60 ani mals over an 8-yaar period.
When f i rst observed on February II, 1964 , 48 deer were counted.
More than 60 were observed on February 18, and more than 80
on March 9. The additional dear probably moved In from the B i g
Sioux R i ver or nearby sloughs. On March 10, whlle two Clover
traps were bei ng set In the slough, the herd fflOVed out to the
north end never returned. The deer rema i ned scattered along
2 mi t es of the B i g S ioux River and In one large w 1 1 1ow thicket
near the r i ver untll the thaw In mld-Merch. By late March many
of the deer had left the w i nteri ng area.

In 1965 a herd of f rom 24 to more than 30 an imals was observed

f rom J anuery 6

unt I I the f Irst week tn AprII • The herd

used

a
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s l ough In north-central Moody County on the west side of a we l l
travel l ed highway. The s l ough was l/4 ml l e long, varied In width
from 50 to 400 yards, and was composed rnalnly of tall, dense
river bulrush (Sclreus f l uv l etllls) with some broad-leaved

cattall CTypha latlfolla> . The surrounding fields In the section
were corn stubble, a l fa l fa, or heavl l y grazed pastures. The
road across the south end of the section was closed

by

snow

drifts, forming a 2-sectlon block In which the deer were relatlvely
free from human disturbance. The section to the south was hll l y
with corn stubble and many heavlly grazed pastures. Two large

thickets of wl l l ow and other deciduous trees wena located In the
southeast corner near a farmyard, but deer were never found In

them. A drainage ditch ran north Into the large bulrush slough
and was used by the herd as• trave l lane to cornfie l ds In the
south section (Fig. 1 7). A chain of s loughs ran south-eastward
through 2 sections on the east side of the highway.
Usua l ly the herd numbered about 24, but on severa l occasions

6 or more addltlonal deer were seen with the herd for short

periods. These deer probab l y moved In from a herd of more than
50 anlmals which wintered In a large slough complex 3 ml l es to
the southwest.
The usual dally pattern of herd activity Included feeding
In cornfie l ds or a l fa l fa In the mornl�g . bedding In the s lough

during mid-day, and then gradually moving out Into the f l e l ds

In late afternoon end evening. Deer usua l ly began to l eave the
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slough about 2 hours before dark, browsing on marsh vegetation

es they came and then leavlng the slough In a steady stream after
a few lndlvlduals had made the first 1110ve Into the open.
These deer were often seen next to the highway by motorists

at night, and one animal was kllled

by

en eutomoblle whlla crossing

the highway to the east. Often, parts of the herd were observed
feeding or lllOvlng about during mid-day, but evening feeding
movements usually Included the entire herd.

I ncreased daytime

activity was noted when snow covered the fields to e depth of
more than a foot.

Loca l residents I ndicated that although a good number of

deer had been present during the rltle hunting season, few, If
any, hunters had entered the slough. This lack of disturbance
by hunters undoubtedly c:ontrlbllted to the relative serenity of

the herd end to their stable behavior In a small area.
SOll8 wintering areas were used by herds In more than one
winter, whereas other areas vere not. Fig. 1 8 shows the IOC8tlon
of known winter herds In 1 964, 1 96, and 1966. Only partlel
Information Is avellable for 1 964, A slough used by e herd of
80 deer In 1964 (near Lake Campbell) was not used again In 1 965
or 1 966. A 2-1111 • stretch of r-lver bottom used In 1 964 end

1 965 was unused In 1 966. No essential differences In tha vegetation,
the food supply In surrounding fl�lds, or the mnount of human

activity ware noted betwoen years. Several specific ar·eas were
not used In succeeding years, but a herd did gather In the some
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general ar•. The differences In use of specific areas In 196,
end 1 966 probably resulted fran the tendency of deer to r8198ln
more widely dispersed through the winter In 1966 than In 1 965.

- - - --

BehavIor of Deer In Herds. - Deer nerds usua I Iy acted as

a unit with one or more lndlvlduals acting es leaders. Evan If
the whole herd was not alarmed, the first inovement by an lndlvldual
often Instigated action

by

the entire group. Feeding activities

of herds bedded In sloughs or other heavy cover were often begun
by

one Individual, usually a fawn or yearllng of undetermined

sex. which moved Into the open. other deer usually followed
soon after, and the group would wander lelsuret y Into the corn
flelda and begin feeding. Wh t i e the hard was feeding a few

Individua t e were alert et any given time, and certain ones seemed

more watchful than others. When one lndlvldual was alarmed and
bolted. the entire herd would often follow, bounding off without
seeing the danger, end running as much as 2 111 1es before stopping.
Alaong herds which commonly bedded In sloughs, an alarm reaction
by

one or a few dear would usue l l y provoke a genera l f I lght

through the slough Into the open on the opposite side. Some
deer were aIarmed by the f 11 ght of others to the

po Int

that they

left their bods end bounded off with the rest of the herd. In
some Instances, deer a half mSle away would be attracted by the
movllftent of fleelng deer and lfOUld Join the main group. When

alarmed, winter herds seemed to prefer to run Into an open area
where they couId see a 11 around them rather than to seek heavy
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cover.
Fam i ly groups of an adult doe w i th fawns, often ac:compenled
by one o,. more yeer-1 1 ng dee .. , ware frequent I y observed In herds.

One radio-harnessed yearli ng doe and an older doe w i th fawns

bedded end fed together, often 1 1 lght ly apart from the herd of

20 dee,. with wMch they were w inter i ng. DaSNnn and Taber < 1956:
148) consi dered such fmnlly grcup1 to be the most stable aocfal
uni t w i th i n black-tai led deer herds.
One marked adult dee apparently lad a group of 8- 12 does
end fawns on daytime wanderi ngs. She was aggressi ve In encounters
w i th other deer. Tw i ce dur i ng mid-day the group was seen wanderi ng
around the sect i on, mak i ng no att8lllf)t to feed. The fawns were
runn i ng and J ump i ng about as f f play i ng . Severlnghaus and Cheatum
( 1956: 163, 164) bel ieved that play patterns were less developed
In whlte-talled deer than In mule deer <.Q.. hanlonus>, but In
the present study fawns end yearl i ngs In w i nter herds were often
observed chas ing each other around vlgorously.
SOlll8 deer exh i b i ted antagon i st i c behav i or toward othe,. deer
when feed i ng In cornfi elds. Several tlraes when a feedi ng family
group was approached by other deer, an adult doe In fhe group

lald her ears back end threatened the approach i ng deer, 1omet hnes
by str i king out w i th her forelegs.

Defense or return antagonism

was never
noted. On one occas ion a fawn approach i. ng a doe w i th
.
'two fawns was dr iven off by the doe. Large bucks were g i ven a

vl1lbly w i de berth by other deer on feedi ng areas. Loweri ng of
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the heed I n• threatening 111nner by large. antlered bucks caused
smeller deer

to leap aside. Sevarlnghaus and Cheatum ( 1 956:1 1 8)

described "an obvious tendency toward group dominance by larger
deer" al'ftOng whlte-talled deer In the Adirondacks . Dasmann and
Tabar ( 1 956: 1 59) found that d0111lnance hle.-archles were well
developed among black-tallad deer . In areas with heavy snow,

a scarcity of food. and lal"ga numben of competing dear. such
as In the deer yards of the Lake States. younger anl111111ls 1111y
experience serious food shortages when forced to ca111pete with
older deer ( Kabat

et al. 1953: 1 5.1 6). In eastern South Dakota

such behavior Is probably of llttle survival significance because
food Is readi l y avallable to all ages and sizes of deer.

!:!!.!:!!, Stability. - Some winter herds rnafntalned stable
numbers. but there was considerable movement between herds by
lndlvlduats or small groups of deer. On January I . 1 965. a
.-adlo-harnessed yearlIng doe with an older doe and

two fawns

and eight other deer moved from the Big Sioux River overland
almost 1 0 mi l es to the south to Join a herd wintering In e slough.
Two marked fawns moved 6 and 1 2 Miies south between winter herds
during February 1 965. Several other deer were trapped. marked,
and released near areas used by winter herds but were never seen
with any of the known winter herds on the study area. These
were probably transients, '!()t part of the local herds.
On February

s.

1 965, when the air temperature rose from a

nighttime low of -24 F to e high of 28 F (a rise of 52 F>. a

----

--

-
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-

�
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herd of ebout 20 deer broke up Into groups and dispersed up to
2 miles from the bedding location. A week of da l ly temperatures
averagi ng elinost -9 F hed preceded this date. and two days
averaging almost

30 F

followed.

A

week later, when the temperature

had dropped again, these doer apparently Joined others to form
a hard of 35 about 3 miles to the northwest. A similar Increase
In activity of wintering deer on days when the temperature rose
rapldly was noted at other times during the study and may be an
Important factor l nfluencl ng both movements and herd stability.
Spring Dispersal and Movements
Herds generally reme l ned distinct until the spring thaw
which occurred In mid-March 1964, early Aprll 1965, and eerly
March 1966.

When the thaw began, some herds broke up Immediately,

whereas other herds gradually broke up Into smal l er groups and
began to d isperse. An lmals moved out In severa l directions and
at varying rates, but a definite predominance of northwerd
movements along the Big S ioux River end Its tributaries was
noted.
The inost complete lnforinat l on Is ava llable for the spring
d lsperse l In 1965 (Fig , 19). During the first woek In Apr l l

the thew caused extensive flood l ng of the Big Sioux River, Its
tributaries , and nearby sloughs. The flooding acce l erated the
d l spersel of winter deer herds from sloughs end. from the Big
Sioux River.

I

By

the second week In Aprll most herds had moved
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Dispersa l of marked deer I n spring and ear l y sunmer, 1 965.
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out of their wintering areas and were broken up Into smell groups.

At this time some marked lndlvlduals were sighted by local resl·
dents near the wintering areas, but other deer moved farther

and more rapidly, and on Aprll 6 reports were received of marked
deer 15 mlles northwest of the nearest trap site. On April 24

a marked deer was s I ghted

lft01"8

then 30 m I I es northwest of the

nearest trap site and was reported 4 mlles farther north later

the same night. None of these reports allowed positive Identi
fication of the deer, but the descriptions Indicated that all
three sightings may have been of the same anlmel. The descriptions
also Indicated that the deer probably was one which had been with
a herd until the first week In Aprll.
Olsper1al records ere avallable for 5 of 6 111arked deer from

a hel"d of 24 which wintered I n 1 964-65 I n a north-central Moody

County slough (Fig. 20). During the first week In May a radlo

harneased adult doe and a marked yearling doe were observed 18
ml l as north of the s l ough.

Socn afterwal"d a marked yearlIng

buck which had been tagged In the slough, but which had been
transported 9 mJles north during the winter because he had become
a pest In the traps, was observed In the same section as the
other two marked deer. AI I three deer were reported together

during May. On June 8 the yearling buck was kllled by a car as
the threa deer were crossing • highway next to the Big Sioux

River"'. The fact that these deer orlglnally wera marked at the

same slough, plus their behavior when obsel"Ved together, suggested
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Dispersa l of marked deer f rom a herd of 24 I n 1965.
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that they may have been a family group. Another adult doe moved
1 3 m l l es

north of the s l ough by early J une .

I n contrast

to

these enlmals which moved north up the Big Sioux River, a
yearling doe travelled more than 1 00 alrllne mi t es east Into
Minnesota between March 21 and November 1 4, 1 965, crossing two
rivers and leavlng the Prai rie Coteau.
Radio-tracking data on an adult doe In late Aprll and early
May of 1965 showed that soaie deer did not move out as rap i d ly or
as far es other deer. A brief eerlal search for the same doe
revealed that three marked fawns, plus IOlll8 other unmarked
anlmals, were atlll In the same heavlly timbered section of the
Big Sfoux River bottom In which they had been trapped and marked
during the winter. Six days later a herd of dairy cattle was
released on the same section, and the deer apparently moved out
since one of the marked fawns was observed I 1 /2 mlles to the
northwest. By the first week In May some marked deer, partlcularly
does, had apparently reached their 1Ullllll8r ranges since they were
reported at the same areas In which they were later located
throughout the aunner.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUS IONS
Methods

Retention

!!. Markings. - Almost 90 percent of the markings

used were accounted for from a �eek to 1 6 months after being
placed on deer. Nearly half of those accounted for were l ost
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by deer dur ing the same Interval. Four Boltaron co l lar losses
were attributed to breakage et t•peratures near or below zero,
one collar was lost during warm weather, and three were lost et
unknown t imes. Fashlngbauer ( 1962:2 13) found that Boltaron may
shatter upon severe Impact at near zero temperatures. Results
of the present study agree w i th those of Fashlngbauer vho recan
mendad that a plastic more sui ted to stress at cold temperatures
be found. Five Saflag collars were lost to unknown ceuses.

Thi rteen deer lost one or more ear tags over periods from a few
days to almost a year. Some tags probably pulled free when

deer were IIOVlng through heavy vegetation. One buck lost a tag
while f i ghting dur i ng the rut. Other bucks mi ght have lost tags
while rubb i ng velvet off thei r antlers. Craighead and Stockstad
( 1960:436) found that movement of streamers attached to cattle
ear tags caused ear Irr i tation In penned deer end elk, and that
some tags were lost w i th i n a year.

In the present study no

evi dence of ear Irritat ion was noted In 111arked deer retrapped

or returned deed. The large gap b•tween s i des of the clamped
tag could have allowed the tag to catch on vegetat ion end pull
free. Smaller, more tlghtly f i tt i ng tags might be retained longer.

_Q:!!.!:. Sighti ngs. - Few marked deer were sighted during the

1U1M1er because of the dense cover afforded by cornfields end
other heavy veg�tatlon. Most of the summer sighti ngs were �f
a few marked deer which were observed In th• same areas several
t i mes . The 1110re opan nature of the cover In the fall, winter,

1
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and early spring , greater moblllty among deer nt these seasons,
and a large number of hunters active In the fat I and winter
resulted In more sightings during these periods. Archors were
partlculerly valuable as observers because their careful hunting
methods often allowed a close look at an animal.
Newspaper artlcles, posters, letters to residents, talks
at sportsman' s and service clubs, and many personal contacts
yielded llmlted assistance by the publlc. Reports of sightings
were often received Indirectly, lnc::ompletely, and long after
their occurrence. Even persons who knew about the study end
the Importance of reporting marked deer felled to do so because
they thought the Investigator "always knew what was going on".
Some bias Is belleved to exist In the predomi nance of deer move
ment records along the Big Sioux River In the center of the

study area because the people best acquainted with the study,
Including the Investigator, were In this area most often. There
was probably a greater chance that a marked animal would be
reported more than once In the same er-ea than In a new area,
because as vord of the first report was circulated, people began
to look more carefully In the report area.
Telemetry Problems. - A lack of competent electronlc:s
assistance greatly hampered radio work during the study. Many
technical problems were encountered In the form of greatly

variable performance by the transmitters and receivers In the
fleld. Each transmitter performed dlfferently than the others,
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and the performance of Individual units changed dally and even
hourly . The range of some transmitters varied from 50 yards to
a mlle within e few hours time, whlle the en lmal had apparently
not moved. Tests with sample transmitters revealed that location

of the transmitter, locatlon of the receiver In relation to the
transmitter, time of day, and tanpereture caused the greatest

variation In performance. Powerllnes, farm machinery In operation,
hilly topography, and possibly geologl cal formations Inhibited
the reception of a signet. Interference from 11111chtnery and other
radio transmission was heavy et all hours on weekends and during
the daytime on weekdays, but usually decreased et night during
the week. Prolonged subzero weather reduced the efficiency of
both tninsmltten and receivers.
Batteries lasted as long es

e

weeks, but most transmitters

falled for other reasons long before the batteries ran out.
Breakage of the whip antenna cut transmitting range drastically
on

two occasions, whereas three transmitters felled when the

harness slipped. Harness failure was attributed to slippage of
the main saddle loop over the shoulders and eventually over the
head of the deer. This apparently resulted from making the
dorsal connecting strep on the harness too short, causing the
harness to shift forward with movement of tha shoulders.
lnflue�c• of Study Methods !!!. .Q.!!.!:• - Collars, eer �treamers,

and radio-harnesses nonnally caused no evident physical dlffl·

cultles to the anlmal or changes In behavior befween marked deer
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and their unmarked companions. After their release most deer

apparent I y adjusted to the presence of the I r new "equ I pment''.

One lfflell fawn chewed the ends of Its ear streamers, and another
fawn chewed the ends of streamers which were attached to the
co 11er. A few deer were bothered by Iong ear streamers f IappIng
near their eyes on windy deys and responded by shaking their
heads.

Handling of captured deer for tagging or attaching radio

equipment produced reactions which varied from violent struggllng
and Ioud d Istress ca1 1s by deer of a II ages end both sexes to
alraost complete submission by a 6-tnonth old doe. The most

aggressive animal was another 6-month old doe that was trapped
three tlme1. During each handllng procedure this fawn bawled
contlnuously and struck out at the handler with her forelegs.
Radio-harnessed dear ran up to 2 miles after their release.
Two radio-equipped does remained hidden In heavy cover for sever-el
days after their release before they apparently resumed normal
behavior. These examples Indicate that handling and marking
may cause some l ndlvlduals to behave abnormally for an unknown
period, whereas others may be affected le11.
Harnesses sllpped over the heads of three radio-equipped
deer, and one other harness broke after 6 months of wear. Running
and J umping movements of the anlmals were Impeded by the lerge

saddle loop hanging from their necks, and deer thus encumbered
were observed to 1 1• down more frequently than others. The
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broken harness fell off wh lle the deer was stlll on the SURID8r
range, whereas two of the other deer moved 6 and 8 mi t e,, respec
tlvaly, during the winter while dragging their harnesses and
were apparently ablG to keep up with groups of deer with which
they travelled. The fourth anllll!II had to be destroyed when she
was apparently Injured from bac:cmlng tangled In a wire fence
after the harness wrapped around her forelegs.
The markings used made It easier for a hunter to see a
deer and probably Increased hunter harassment of marked animals.
Four marked deer were kllled because they vore conspicuous

I
l

markings. Two radio-harnessed bucks and one collared doe were
kllled by hunters who saw the markings and selected the marked
deer to shoot. One collared buck was killed by an automobile
because the attention of the driver was averted by the presence
of 'two additional marked enlmals at the roadside. These findings
agree with those of Gruell and Papez ( 1963: 41 7) who found that
belled mule deer were more susceptib l e to hunting than unbelled
deer.
The presence of the Investigator caused deer to move fairly
long distances on several occasions. These movements were not
considered unusual because deer on the study area were nonnally
exposed to similar human Interference during the course of their
dally f .ives and preswnably reacted In the same manner.
.
Value of Aerial Surveys. - The use of a t ight airplane proved
of great value to this study. Movements of marked and unmarked

•

I
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deer and w 1nter herds were readily traced from the air. Deer
tracks were easily followed after a fresh snowfall. Snow was

not necessary to count deer, but anlmals were easier to locote

whan fresh snow covered the ground .
Hosley ( 1956:229) In his review of the literature on airplane
counts of deer concluded that eerlal counts ware most rellable
where tree cover was scarce.

In this study marked deer were

observed end Identified readily In sloughs or open fields but
with dlfflculty when In tree cover along the river. Numerous
low passes over sloughs and tree cover were necessary to make
deer stand up so they could be counted or Identified.
I ntensive aerial counts of dear on known concentration areas
col'T9sponded closely to ground counts, and In some cases deer
ware seen from the air where they ware not seen from the ground.
Numerous passes (up to 1 0) over an area were often necessary to
locate deer, even on known concentration areas. Deer wer-e har-d
to find from the air In areas which were new to the observer.
Factors lnfluenclng Deer Movanents
Rutting Season . - Because rutting activities coincided with
the deer hunting seasons, crop harvest, and seasonal changes In
habitat and weather, the effect of the nrt on deer movements
was not clear. Movaments of a yearling buck (Fig. 10) and move
ments of several unmarked bucks between areas occupied by does

suggested that bucks may move considerable distances because of
breeding activities. Three times during the study bucks wor.
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observed vlgorously chasing does, engaging In short dashes back
end forth or In clrcles, and occaslonally running off In straight
chases of several hundred yards untll they were lost froia sight.
Dasmann end Taber ( 19'6 r l46-ol47) reported that blacktall bucks
trave 1 1 ed w I de I y from one doe group to another. There are sou
Indications that whitetail bucks may travel farther during the
rut than at other tl111&s of the y•r (Severlngheus and Cheatum
1956: 152) ,
Cattle .!!!! !!!!_ Operation�. - The presence of cattle appar
ently reduced the potential value of sCM areas as deer habitat.
I n the spring when cattle were first turned out along the river,
deer mved out. As the vegetation became more dense and browse
and cover became avallable, deer moved back to the river but
avoIded those areas used by stock for beddIng. A s IIIII Iar pattern

was noted In th ickets and shelterbelts. When cattle ware allowed
to heavlly overgraze the vegetation, dear use decreased and, In
ICM cases, ceased. Certain thickets and sheltert>elts which

were grazed year-round were used t lttle by deer, If at ell. Some
areas which offered potentlally good wintering habitat were
unused, presumably because cattle were present on al I or part
of the eraa. Several pestu.-es or hayfields were heavl ly used
by deer In late sumac.r and ear ly fall but received llttle or no
use after
cattle were turned out to pasture. A sl•llar
reduction
.
.

of dear use was noted In the fell and winter when cattle were
allowed to feed In harvested cornflelds.
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Deer movements ware apparently not greatly Influenced by
the Intrusion of fann machinery engaged In plentlng or harvest.

These operations seldom disturbed deer which were feeding or
bedded close by , Farmers related that does with fawns were

often closely approached by• raovlng tractor but ran off If the
operator dllftlOUnted.
Shelterbelts and soll bank fields close

to farmyards were

often used by deer for long periods.

Habitat. - Daer, being creatures of the "edgesff <Sevarlnghaua

and Cheatum 1956 : 137), have adapted well to Intensive agriculture
In eastern South Dakota, The I nterspersion of pastures, grain

and hay flelds, cornfields, sloughs, shelterbelts, end stre&ftl
bottoms furn Ishes exce 1 1ent deer hab Itat for about 6 months of
the year.

In late spring, early sWIIMr, and early fal I, food

and cover are abundant everywhere, end deer of all ages Rlay be
found throughout the study area. This abundance of h1bltat needs
means that deer do not have to travel far to find their dally
food end cover requirements.

I n the late fall, winter, and early spring, food Is stlll

read 1 1y ava I I ab 1e throughout the study area, but heavy cover Is
limited. Sloughs, shelterbelt1, stream bottoms, ind soil bank
fields supply the heavy cover at this time, but the expanses
of cornflelds end other croplands are bare ( Figs. 2 1,22, 23,and 24) ,
This llmlted amount of suitable winter cover, both for protection
from hunters and from weather ., may be the factor Ilmltlng deer
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Fig. 2 1 .

Aerial photo of Big Sioux River.

Fig . 22. Wooded oxbow that provided escape and bedding
cover f or deer. Big Sioux River in background •

..
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II

I
lI
Fig. 23 . Aspen and wi I l ow slough used as winter bedding
area . Surrounding cornfields provided feeding sites.
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I

l

1

I
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Fig. 24 . Weedy soi I ban k fie l d near Big Sioux River .
Note col f ared fawn .
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populatlons on the study area . The problem on most winter r-enges
In northern latltudes Is one of food as well as cover C l<ebat et el.

1 953: 1 5, 16, Dahlberg and Guettlngar 1 956: 146). Mustard and

Wright ( 1965) found that corn waa the food Item inost heavily

utlllzed by Iowa whitetails. Deer In the present study utlllzed

corn throughout much of the year, particularly In the winter,

and waste corn was avallable In almost every section on the study
area.
The constantly changing nature of the habitat from widespread
cover

to reatrlcted cover through the seasons greatly Influenced

deer movements. When cov•r conditions were optimum, as In the
sunwner, deer movements tended to be restricted. When cover was
scarce, deer movements were partly controlled by the available
heavy cover. Wide expanses of open flelds often were transversed
between patches of heavy cover.
Hunting Seasons. - Hunting Influenced deer moV8ffl8nts and
distribution more than any other factor. The early bow hunting
season In November drove deer f r"OIII heavy cover at the time when
the harvest was reducing avallable cover In the flelds. Archers
ware persistent, and marked deer moved up to 14 mlles because
of hunting pressure. Although success was low for bowhunters,
there have been more archers In the fleld In each succeeding
y�r of the study.
The combination of rutting activities, the archery season
disturbance during November, and e great reduction In avallable
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cover 1111kes deer espaclally wlnerable to rlfl• hunters In early
December. Many local rlfle hunters show Ilttl• hunting "flnesse''

bu't ere very efficient In coveri ng the areas used most by deer.

Reported success consistently approaches 90 percent. Thickets
and brushy cover are worked by ll8ft on foot, whereas soll bank
flelds are covered by car or pick-up. The scarcity of heavy
cover results In repeated hunter mov8ftents through the same patches
of cover, often several times In I single day. Bad weather, the

rut, and hunting disturbances seem to first cause deer to group

together. They then became lftOre conspicuous and al"'tt harassed
by hunters. This same pattern continues through the late bow

season In December, when cold temperatures and the approaching

end of the hunting season force archers to act more IIke rlfle
hunters and resort

to drives. Archers seeking deer In open areas

are rarel y successful but disturb deer end cause considerable
mov8118nt.
An Increase In the number of rlfle permits (from 100 In 1964
to 1 50 In 196,) In Brookings County and a greater number of

archers produced noticeably stronger hunter pressure on the Big

Sioux River and a few other areas of heavy cover In the county.

The number of rlfle pennlts In Moody and Lake Counties remained
the same In both years.

In 1965 a general movement of dear out

of the river bottom a�d other heavy cover vas noted, and the

area of greatest deer density shifted to the northeast In open,

hllly country. The same pattern continued through the late
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bow hunting season In 1965. Followlng the 1965 hunting seasons
more deer wintered In the northeast than after t� 1964 seasons,
and only one herd gathered on the Big Sioux River bottom.
Because of the restricted escape cover during the hunting
season, the deer population could be seriously reduced If too

Nny permits wer-e Issued. Deer In the study area have c:orapen
sated for this lack of cover scnawhat In that they often take
to open flelds for protection from hunters (fig. 14). Although
this behavior Is an Important factor for survival, It alone
would not prevent excesslv• harvest.
Home Range end Movements
The home range concept, or some modification of It, has
been employed by many writers In attempts to categorize and
partially explain the dally end seasonal movements of animals.
Burt ( 1940:25) defined home range as " • • • that area about Its
established home which Is transversed by the anlmal In Its normal
activities of food-gathering, mating, and caring for young." He
also noted that home ranges may change fl"Cfll one area to another;
migratory anlmals •Y have different home ranges In sunner and
winter; home ranges may vary with sax or age of the anlmal, season
of the year, population density, or other faetorsi and that home
ranges rarely occur In convenient designs, but are usually
amoeboid In shape, end to connect the outlylng points gives a

false Impression of the actual area covered. Sanderson ( 1966)
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reviewed study techniques and methods of evaluatlng data on
mammal movements end concluded that movement studies should

emphasize a mammal' s specific needs under all circumstances all
year rather than the distance It 1110ves, the shape of Its home
range, or the area covered. He pointed out (p. 219) that " If
ell the requirements of a species could be provided In a small
area, Its home range would probably be smaller - down to some
unknown minimum size - than the average now found for the species."
Deer movements In the present study exhibited many of the variables
expressed In the above discussion.

Dahlberg and Guettlnger (1 956:59) found that the Idea of
prescribed summer and winter ranges was not entirety compatlbla
with the situation In Wisconsin. They suggested th&t some deer
probably develop an affinity for a smell area with which they ere
femlllar and remain In It as long as their habitat requirements
are met.

They felt that this affinity Is not as strong when

habitat conditions deteriorate or when other disturbances affect
their survival. Slmllarly, deer In this study dfd not have ffxed
summer and winter home ranges, but had multlple sumner and winter
home ranges which consisted of a variable number of small sub
areas. Each of these sub-areas, alone or In combinations,
supplled basic requirements (food, cover, etc. > at the tlffl9 e
deer used the area. Deer did not leave un�II one or more

requirements were disturbed, depleted, or otherwise changed.
The definition of home range given

by

Burt (1 940:25) Is
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used In subsequent discussion with the reservation that "the
aatabllshed home" of the enlmal Is considered a shifting area
rather than a fixed one.
The movements of a radio-harnessed yearllng buck (Fig. 9)
Illustrate a shifting hoce range. He spent the entire period
f rem June 1 6-2I , I 965, In a catta I1 -w I1 1 ow-cottonwood th I cket
about 50 yards long and 25 yards wide, On June 21 he was

Jumped fr-om e bed, and he ran I mlle north to the river. The
buck had bedded In four places on the edge of the thicket, all
within 1 0 yards of each other, and had browsed on wfllow end
annual forbs In the lrrnedlate vicinity of the bedding site.
Apparently everything requlr"Gd

by

this buck during the 5 days

was available within a few yards of his bedding site. He did
not move untll his safety was threatened by the Intrusion of men.
The buck used a slmflarly restricted area of river bottom
brush and timber for 3 days, then crossed the river and spent
the next 9 days within a 1 00-yard strip of hayfield end adjoining
whaatfteld. He used three bedding sites and once moved beck
across the river for part of one night during a vlolent thunderstorm. Apparently this hayfleld-wheatfleld location was aultebla
for feeding and bedding but lacked protection during the thunder
storm. The buck subsequently moved I mlle south back to the
small thicket for I day, then moved 1 /4 mile south Into e
slough end spent July 5- 1 7, 1 965, along 400 yards of the north
edge of the slough. The only exceptions were one nighttime trip
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southward around the slough, and a 1/4-mlle northward movement

(during a thunderstorm) I nto the small thicket he had used before.

On July 17, 1 965, he was Jumped from his bed on the slough edge,
and he ran I 1/2 mlles north to the river. Again, the slough
edge had supplied ell his needs except cover during a severe
thunderstorm and protection from the Intrusion of men.
The buck apparently spent the rest of the SUftlfter and the

fall near the river bottom within a single section. He was
reported In the same section a few times In the summer and
twice In the fall.

In November he was shot whlle In the river

bottom brush where he had moved, presumably because adequate
cover had been ellmlnated by hay harvest (Fig. 9) .
Home range area calculations based on points of location
for this deer give a false Impression of the area used because
expanses of small grains, hayflelds, and pastures between the
river bottom location. the thicket. and the slough were used
only for travel. Slmllarly, Including the entlro thicket would
glva• distorted home range area since he used only a small part
of It.
A yearling doe tagged on Mey 1 5, 1965, also used e restricted
area during the summer.

From May 1 5-July 29 she was observed six

times, either on the north edge of the 40-acre wlllow thicket In
which she was tagged
or I n a smaller thicket about 300 yards to
.
.
the northwest across the road. Her fawn was marked on November 24.
The yearling doe was retrepped near the original cepture site 2
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days later and fitted with a radio-harness. Radio-tracking data
from November 26-December 7 (lncludlng the 1 0-dey rlfle hunting
season) revealed that, except when disturbed by rlfle hunters,
the doe used a 20-ecre .,.... Including a corner of an alfalfa
field, a clump of tall grass and cattails, and part of a weedy
field. Her marked fawn was seen with her several times end
accompanied her when she was 'twice chased I 1/2 mlles _southeast
along the river bottom. Both times they returned at night to
the weed field. Movet11ents of this doe (Fig. 12) further Indicate
that specific areas of llmlted size may suffice as a home range

sub-area untll a change occurs, which In this case was disturbance
by hunters.
Movements of a yearflng doe (Fig. II) and of a yearling
buck (Fig. 10) during the fall and winter of 1964-65 Illustrate
that a ho1le range area calculated from peripheral points of
observation would not accurately show their home ranges. Omission
of a single sight location, for example the October 17 report on
the buck, would greatly reduce the total area Included In the
calculated home range regardless of the inethod used.
Many marked deer spent the winter period as part of e herd
In e locallzed area. Movements of a radio-harnessed yearling
doe In January and February IIlustrate the winter activities of
one Individual (Fig. t i ) . The deer was under the Influence of
the herd at this time and her tn0vementa usually corresponded

with those of the herd. Marked animals within winter herds had
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an activity pattern slmllar- to this radio-harnessed doe.
Year--round ranges of deer- In other regions have been found
to be less than those reported here. Whont seasonal weatherextremes are not pronounced, deer- occupy the same range on a
year--round basis. Whlte-talled deer- In Texas (Hahn 1 945, Hehn

and Taylor- 1 950, Themas et al. 1 964, Michael 1 965) and Missouri
(Progulske and Baskett 1 958) rarely moved more than 2 mlles from
their- capture sltea. Black-ta l led deer In Callfornla (Tabar and
Dasmann 1958:41 ) and Washington (Zwlckel et al. 1 953) often
lived out their I Ives on an area about I mlla In diameter.
Migratory deer have separate winter and sunner ranges, between
which they tn1vel over- well-defined tr-alls (Dalfflann 1 964:11 8).
Seasonal e,ctremea In weather- may provoke migrations between
these ranges (Severlnghaus and Cheatum 1 956:1 54). Schmautz (1 949)
found that some Montana whitetails migrate at least 20-25 mites
from SWlll!9r to winter ranges. O l son ( 1 938) and Carlsen and

Farmes (1 957) mentioned mlgn1tlon of Minnesota whltetatls .

Dahlberg and Guettlnger (1 956:55) said that although whlte-talled
deer are not genera1 1 y cons Idared 111 Ig ratory, some use sumer
ranges that al"8 distinct from their winter ranges. Seasonal
migrations are conmon among mule deer In mountainous areas and
wera described by Leopold et 11 . (1 951 : 76-82) , Longhurst et al.
(1 952: 33-51 > .. and Ashcraft (1 961) In tallfor-nla. Migrations
of
.

up to 90 mllea by Nevada mule deer were reported by GruelI end

Pepez (1 963) . Some Oregon blacktells made 6- to 8-mlle migrations
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between sumer and w l nter nsnges (McCu 1 1 ough 1964).
The deer population I n this study was partially migratory

In that It used ell of the study area for sunmer r-ange but
withdrew to a sma l l part of It for the winter. Migration
general l y followed drainages rather than established trai t s .
Only one marked adult doe returned to the same wintering area
In two consecutive years. Leopold (195 1 : 9 1) and Gruel l and
Pepez (1963: 420) found that mule deer tended to re-use specific
winter end sumner ranges . Both studies showed that mule deer
tended to follow estab l ished migration routes end that home

ranges on both sunner and w i nter ranges were restricted locally.
Zalunardo ( 1965 : 347-351) found that mule deer In Oregon re-used
the same wintering areas each year but dispersed throughout the
entire summer nnge. Movements were restricted on both sumner
and winter ranges. Progulske and Baskett ( 1956:186, 187) described
seasonal shifting of home renges during fell and said that It may
not be the ru l e for deer to return year e�ter year to the same
seasonal ranges. Dahlberg end Guett lnger ( 1956 : 59,60) felt that
If the swmier travels of a Wisconsin whitetai l took It beyond
Its norma l sunvner range, It would accept any area meeting the
requirements for yarding cover. Deer In the present study probably
behaved In the letter manner. Effects of the hunting seasons
scattered deer widely, and these deer probably wintered wherever
they were when the hunting seasons ended.

Lengthy spring and summer movements by some young bucks and

.1
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does may be partlally explalned In terms of spring dlspersal
or as e characteristic age-gl"'Cup movement. Taber and Dasmann
(1958: 43) found that young black-talled deer may wander before
sett 11 ng down to a weI I-def Ined hOlll9 range. LeopoId et a I •
( 1951: 62) described &Ufflft8r wanderings by young Callfornla mule
deer. Anderse� (1953: 62) found slmllar spring d l spersel move
aients among young Danish roe deer (caprolens caprolens>. Cerlsan
and Far-mes (1957: 400) noted that the longest movements by
Minnesota whltatalls were by deer younger than 2 1 /2 years.

In addition to the 100-mlle eastward mov8'118nt by a yearling

doe during this study, deer tagged by the Department of Game,
Fish and Parks at sites 60 mlles nol"'thwest and 100 mlles north
of Brookings travelled 1 10 mllas west and 125 mlles northwest,
respectlvely (unpubllshed data, South Dakota Oepar-tment of Game,
Fish and Parks). The 125-mlle 110vement was by a yearling buck
between winter and the followlng fall. These movements may
represent simple wandering. Abundant food and cover In the spring
and sunner end lack of physical barriers to travel provided a
continuum of good deer habitat conducive to wide travels. Taber
and Dasmann (1958 : 43) said that young black-tailed deer may
S01118tlmes be driven away by their mother during the fawning
season. Such behavior might precipitate dispersal or wandering
by young animals, but no observat i ons of this 'type were recorded
during this study.

In summary, the home range pattern of deer In this study
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Included one or more specific Sijb-areas which provided the total
deer habitat requirements.

When these requirements were disturbed,

depleted, or changed, deer moved to a new sub-area. The nature
of the habitat sometimes resulted In lengthy movements between
sub-areas and produced a multiple home range.
Factors I nf l uencing Winter Herds
Deer concentrated In winter herds during this study, but
true yarding, as In forested regions (Kabat et al . 1 953, Dahlberg
end Guettlnger 1 956, Gill 1 957, Banasiak 1 96 1 ), did not occur.
Hemerstrom end Blake ( 1 939: 206) end Dahlberg and Guettlnger
(1 956 : 6 1 ) found that Intensity of yarding varied with the sevorlty
of the winter. Beneslek ( 1 961 :37) observed that In agrlcultural
areas In Maine, deer tended to group In smell numbers and roam
over relatlvely large areas throughout most of the winter , and

that It was difficult to delineate a yard with definite boundaries.

He also recognized a behavior pattern, Intermediate between the

extremes of yarding and not concentrating et all, f n which deer
congregated loosely within a general area for part of the winter
and yarded In a definite site only during severe weather or during
winters with greater than usue l snow cover.

The latter behavior

Is slmllar to that observed during the present study .
Deer concentrations during this study varied each year

( Fig. 1 8) . During the winters o f 1 964 and 1 96,, deer were generally

found In large groups In fa t rlv well-defined wintering areas, but
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these hards were quite mobile, and a definite yard could not
be delineated. Snowfal I was not heavy In either year except

for one blizzard In late March of 1 965 which did not cause yarding.
In 1 966 as much as 30 percent of the deer population did not
gather In herds but remained widely scattered well Into the
winter. Toward late February a few more Joined herds, but, In
general, winter concentrations were looser than In the two previous
years. Snowfall In 1 966 was about the same as In 1 965. A severe
blizzard during the first weak In March of 1 966 was followed by
a rapid thaw and did not cause yarding.
Deer did not gather In herds because of any single weather
factor or seasonal requirement. Severe winter weather and a
reduction In available heavy cover tended to bring groups of
deer together In a few general areas. Two months of constant
harassment by hunters (November-December) also terminated at the
same time, after which dear largely avoided any contact with
humans. The combination of these factors, plus a natural tendency
to group together, probably caused deer herds to form.
Hamerstrom and Blake (1 939 : 21 1 ) found that a drop In air
temperature to a weekly average of about 20 F seemed to start
winter concentrations In Wisconsin, and that a return to the
same everege apparently started the spring dispersal. The first

heavy sno�storms of t he winter season and the sta� of 20 F (or

lower) average weakly temperatures occurred on November 1 9, 1 964,

and on November 26, 1 965. In both years deer first concentrated
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In herds during or followlng the snowstorms. Hunting activities
broke up deer herds soon after they were formed, and the herds
did not re-fonn untll late December. The snowstonn and subsequent
cold weather, rather than temperatures alone, probably caused
the Initial herd formation.

An average ttlftperature of 35. 2 F for March 10- 16, 1964.
35. 0 F for Apr l l 1-7, 1965, and 38 F for March 9- 15, 1966 (U.

s.

Department of Commerce Weather Bureau Cllmatolog l cal Data, South

Dakota), started the spring dispersal.

It should be noted that

the rise In average temperatures was accompanied by a general
thaw and subsequent flooding of stremn bottcms and sloughs, and
that these factors probably accelerated the dlspersal.
McCullough ( 1964 : 255) found that bleck-talled deer migrations
In Oregon were closely related to relative humidity end suggested
that "thresholds.. which trigger movements may exist so that
cumulative effects of envlromnental changes over a 5-7 day period
ware necessary to trigger extensive movements. Deer dlspersal
In the present study was Influenced by a cumulatlva 7-day tem
perature of about 35 F, which wuld Sffffl to support the "threshold"
Idea, but again subsequent thaw end flooding of the winter areas
were lnvolv•d In the dispersal. In contrast, Darling ( 1937:107)
found that a sudden drop In temperature caused red deer CCervus
elaphus) to move downhill as much as 1000 feet In elevetlon.
Sudden drops In temperature we,.. not observed to cause movement
by deer In the present study, but deer already were In areas
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offering the best protection from weather. Only one rapid rise
In temperature occurred ( a rise of 52 F on February 5, 1 965,
followed

by

2 days of temperatures over 40 F). This caused one

deer herd to disperse temporarily.
Population Distribution
Stratification of deer range

by

populetlon distribution

within ecolog l cal types would be useful I n Interpreting populatlon
dynamics and thus I n managing deer. Deer distribution within the
three land types ( Fig. 2> was not consistent enough to allow
stratification. The center of deer ec'tlvltles end points of
greatest deer density et all seasons were along the Big SlouM
River and Its tributaries and In a few large pothole complexes.
This pattern held In all three land types , and I ndicated that
these habitats within the lend types should probably be the basis
for studying deer populatlon1, rather than the broader, more
diversified land types ( Fig. 2).
In a large segment of pothole habitat on the western edge
of the study area, deer were conrnon during the summer but were
not as abundant as along the Big Sioux River and adjacent farm
lands. Waste corn was readlly ava tlable In fields adjoining
these potholes. A few pothole complexes ware used

by

winter

herds In each year of this study, but no herds were found among much
of the true pothole area during the winter even though severa l

of the large potholes appeared to be excellent winter habitat.
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One poss f ble reason for this decrease In use Is that the area
Is heavily hunted for ducks end pheasants during the fall, end
tha disturbance may drive deer out. Herds do form In some of
the larger marshy lakes farther west (off the study area> . and
this may partially expla i n the movement of deer out of

S01ll9

of

the western pothole region. Dear apparently spend the winter
period outside much of the pothole region end do not return
untfl spring. The llmlted use In winter Is surprising when one
realizes that restricted winter cover Is a possible limiting
factor elsewhere on the study area, whereas good winter cover
Is abundant In many of the larger potholes.

I n the flat, flood plaln region In the north-central part

of the study area, deer were most common along the Big Sioux
River and tributary creeks (Fig. 2). Much of this region east
ward from the river and north of Brookings to the more hilly
region Is Intensively farmed end deer numbers were low at ell
seasons .

The area southeast of Brooki ngs supported almost as

many deer as the river bottom because of the many thickets along
the creek bottoms.
I n the hllly region on the eastern pert of the study area

(Fig. 2) deer were found In "pockets•• of high density along the
creek bottoms. Much of this erea Is pasture or hey land with
5Cffl9

corn,. end hee� cover Is avallable malnly on creek bottoms •.
Because deer were 1nOst evenly distributed during the s1.111111er ,.

population estimates were based on summer observations. Within
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the more Intensively studied stretch of the Big Sioux River frcm
3 m l las west of Brooki ngs to 3 ml les south of the Brookings•

Moody County fine ( Including edJacent farmlands for 2·3 mlles

on eech side) ( Fig. 2) the sumner deer- popu letlon was about 150-200

animals. A conservative total estimate I ncluding the larger, less
Intensively studied 1400 square-tnlla area ( Figs. 1, 2> was about
600 anlmals. These figures ere not based on census data and
would not necessarily Indicate the fall or w i nter population on
these two areas.
Management lmpllcattons
From e biological standpoint, data from this study do not
support the use of counties as dear management units In eastern
South Dakota. Winter movements, spring dispersal patterns, end
travels of deer at various seasons showed that county management
un tts do not represent natural units of deer range. Movements
of many deer In this study centered along the Big Sioux River
and Its tributaries and radiated outward Into other habitat types .
Whereas the river and stream bottoms were heavlly utilized, specific
regions within the other habitat types were used more heavily
than others.

If they could ba admtnlstored affectively, deer

manag8ffl8nt units might better be based upon natural drainage
systems which could be further broken down Into sub-units. Sub
units based upon tributary drainages, blocks of other aultable
habitat, or combinations of the two would allov more I ntensive
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management on a sound blologlcal basis.

lnstablllty of winter herds In time and location of fonnatlon,

Intensity of concentration, and deer numbers ruled out the use of
winter herd counts as an accurate population Index. lndeM counts
would be rellable only If they were made at about the same time
each year and _under slmllar conditions. The deer population
would have to be locallzad In well-defined and easlly rec:ognlzable
areas. The great varlablllty observed In the winter activities
of herds and l ndlvldual deer In this study Indicates that winter
counts are not l"'ellable populatlon Indices .

Since county deer unagament Is a current tool, It should

be stressed that great seasonal varleblllty In deer densities on

large areas within a county, as noted In this study, can give a
false Impression of the year-round deer population.

It would be

Inaccurate, for example, to base an estimate of the deer population
In any county on winter counts alone ( even If they could be 1111de

accurately) because many dear wintering In a county might disperse
out of It In the spring. Conversely, • county with a low wintering
population might benefit from an Influx of deer In the spring.
The more even distribution of d•er In the summer and early fall
suggests that • census duri ng either period would give a more
rellabl• Indication of the number of deer which would be present
l oca l l y at the beginning of the first hunting season In the fall.

Many basic facts about the llfe history of deer east of the

Missouri River (East River deer) are not known. Addltlonal studies
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I n this dlr'8ctlon shou l d consider productivity, herd composition,
mrta l lty factors, and envlronmenta l requ fr81118nts. A lffe
equation (Soverlnghaus and Cheatum 1956 : 1 76- 186) should be
constructed I n order to close l y fol l ow the status of the popul ation.
Additiona l attention should be given to development of sultab l e
census methods, dellneatlon of blolog t cal l y and admlnlstratlvely
sound menegement units, eva l uation of limiting factors (such as
escape cover during the hunti ng seasons>, and a c l ose appntlsel
of the status of deer within the agrlcultura l community.
The wide mob l l lty of the East River doer populatlon, their
exce l lent year-round physical condition and apparent high produc
tivity, the conslstently high rate of hunter success, and the
apparent continuing Increase I n tota l deer numbers Indicate
that the popu l ation has not yet reached carrying capacity for
the region. Whereas the concept of carrying capacity usually
connotes habitat I Imitations on an anlmel populetlon (Dasmann
1964 : 59) , possib l y the most Important I I m i tation on the c111·rylng

capacity of the East River deer n1nga Is that Imposed by fannars
and their economic values. Bever (1 957: 25) In speaking of East
River deer said:
From the standpoint of econanlc va l ue the high degnte
of cu l tlvatlon almost re l egates deer to the position
of a weed species. However, since the esthetlc value
of deer probably equals Its hunting value, a l ow density
of deer par square mile can ba �lnta l ned for the
benefit of hunters and the l overs of wlldllfe. When
deer numbel"S exceed the I Imitations defined as reasonab l e
by the farmer a short season I s usua l l y effective In
reducing the population for a few years.
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Increasing publlc I nterest has raised deer conslderably

above the position of a "weed species ., " but agrlcultural I nterests
stlll control the level at which deer numbers are maintained. It
Is therefore Important that deer be regularly harvested to the
fullest degree to avoid conflicts with agrlcultural Interests.
Currently, farmers are tolerating tho deer population at Its
reletlvely low level. Deer numbers are gl"'OWlng steadily however,
and It Is possible that greeter annual reduction In populetlon
size may soon be necessary to maintain deer at e level acceptable
to farmers.
I n the current trend to-ard agrlcultural efficiency and
"clean farming, " habitat destruction has dealt a serious blow
to both ducks and pheasants In eastern South Dakota. Many areas
of value to ducks and pheasants are Important to deer. Deer
habitat, such as escape cover during the hunting 1eason1. I s
being swiftly destroyed by the same damends for more crop production
without regard for other values. Preserving the natural wetland
areas, brushy cover, thickets, and natural vegetation along
rivers and streams, and establlshlng artificial plantings, such

as shelterbelts, which benefit other wildlife, wlll also benefit
deer.

_ I
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